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Approximating a function with prescribed values at given points on a real 
interval by a cubic spline is based on the minimum curvature property of the 
approximation. This essential feature can be used as the criterion to determine 
the cubic polynomial approximation in each interval in a sequential manner 
by methods of dynamic programming. A stable system of recurrence relations 
for the coefficients of the spline in successive intervals is obtained by the 
methods of dynamic programming and they are shown to be identical with the 
usual relations of the spline approximation. Extension of this method to other 
types of splines is also considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Traditionally, polynomials have been used to approximate functions with 
prescribed values at a number of points (called the knots) on a given interval 
of the real line. The method of splines recently developed [I, 21 is more 
flexible. It approximates a function in a piece-wise fashion, by means of a 
different polynomial in each subinterval. The cubic spline has its origins in 
beam theory. It possesses continuous first and second derivatives at the knots 
and is characterised by a minimum curvature property [2] which is related to 
the physical feature of minimum potential energy of the supported beam. 
Translated into mathematical terms, this means that between successive 
knots the approximation yields a third-order polynomial with its first two 
derivatives continuous at the knots points. The minimum curvature property 
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holds good for each subinterval as well as for the whole region of approxima- 
tion. This means that the integral of the square of the second derivative over 
the entire interval, and also over each subinterval, is to be minimized. Thus, 
the task of determining the spline offers itself as a textbook problem in 
discrete dynamic programming [3], since the integral of the square of the 
second derivative can be obviously recognized as the criterion function which 
has to be minimized. Starting with the initial value of the function and assum- 
ing an initial slope of the curve, the minimum norm property of the curvature 
makes sequential decision of the slope at successive knot points feasible. 
It is the aim of this paper to derive the cubic spline by the methods of 
dynamic programming and show that the results obtained led to recursion 
relations which are equivalent to the usual relations obtained for the so- 
called “moments” in successive intervals of the spline approximations [2]. 
2. DERIVATION OF SPLINE BY DPNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
In deriving the spline approximation, to a function f(x) in an interval 
a < x < b, we subdivide it into a number of mesh points corresponding to 
the knots: 
A : a = x,, < xl < .x2 .‘* < x,, = b. 
The set of values the functionf(x) takes is prescribed 
(1) 
Y : YOYl ... Yn . (2) 
We seek an approximation to f(x) denoted by SA,y(x) which is continuous 
with its first and second derivatives on [a, b], coincides with a cubic in each 
interval xjP1 < x < xi (j = 1, 2,... n), and satisfies the condition 
sA.~(xj) = Yi j = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n. (3) 
Holladay’s theorem [4] asserts that the spline function S,,,(x) with 
S,.,(a) == S:,,(b) = 0 minimizes the integral 
/(a, b) = s’ Lf’G>12 h. (4) a 
Having thus spelled out the boundary conditions and the interpolating 
values of thef(x) at the knots as well as the criterion (4) characterizing the 
approximation, we will apply the methods of dynamic programming to 
determine S(x) in each subinterval. To this end let us consider the interval 
xi < x B Xi+1 and write &(x) as 
f&(x) = yj + m,(x - Xi) + P,(X - xi)2 + 4i(X - d3 for xi < x < Xifl . 
(5) 
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Since yi and yi+l are known, letting m, and mifl denote the first “moments” 
at the knots xi and xi+1 we find, using the continuity properties, that 
Pi = $[3ri - (mi+l + 2mA 
where 
4i = & [(%+I + 4 - 34, (7) 
and 
yi = (YPfl - Yi)lhi+l (8) 
hi+1 = Xi+1 - xi . (9) 
In order to arrive at the multistage decision process for the determination of 
the moments at successive knots, we write the minimum value of the integral 
corresponding to the minimum curvature property, starting with the knot 
point xi as 
xj+l 
[S;(x)]* dx, xn = b. (10) 
=j 
Here we have assumed that the first moment at Xi is mi . All the subsequent 
values of the slopes mi+k (K > 1) are to be found in terms of mi by the mini- 
mization condition. Equation (10) in the usual fashion, see [3], leads to the 
recurrence relation +i+1 
Fi(mi) = g? [S;(x)12 dX + ‘i+l(m,+l) xi 1 
= ~$ki+I{3yi2 + 4+, + mi2 - 3Yi(mi+,  mi) + millzi+l} 
(11) 
with 
+ Fi+dmi+A13 
gi+l = 4/hi+l - (12) 
It is easy now to argue that Fi(mi) is quadratic in mi . To see this, let us take 
the last interval x,-i < x $ x, where 
F,-,(m,,.J = gn[4 & - $ y,-,m+, + f mkl]. (13) 
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The above expression is clearly quadratic in m,,-, . Hence by induction, or 
otherwise, it can be shown that Fi is quadratic in mi . Therefore we may write 
Fi(m,) = c1 + dimi + eim,*. (14) 
From Eq. (1 I) we obtain 
Fi(mi) = n2n+y[{3ri2 + mX1 + mi2 - 3i(mii.l + 4 + mimi+Jgi+I 
(15) 
+ Ci+l + di+lmi+, + Pi+lmf+J. 
The minimization over mi+l is readily performed. Thus, Eqs. (14) and (15) 
lead to the following recursion relations: 
jyigi+l mi+l = - - gi+lmi - di+l 
xfi+, + ei+I) ’ 
Ci = ci+l + 3y:gi+l - (T;i,, ; $c-!)J’ , 
a+1 
ei = git1 1 - qg,+y; ei+l) 
[ 1 9 
and 
- di+l 
4 = gi+1[ :;,;;1+ ei+l) - 3Yj] . (19) 
(16) 
From Eq. (13) the values of c,-r , e,-, , and d,,-, are given by 
c,-1 = 3$,ih, , 
d n-1 = - 6r,-,:h, , 
e,r-l = 3/h, . 
(20) 
Hence, ci , di , and ej for i = 0, l,..., n - 1 can be easily obtained from the 
recursive relations. Similarly, all the m, , i = 0, I,..., n can be obtained in 
terms of the assumed value m0 of the slope at x = a. The minimum value 
assumes the form 
F,(m,) = co + domo + e,m,". (21) 
The value of m, , which minimizes this expression, is the starting value of the 
recursion equation for the mi . Once these quantities are known, use of Eqs. 
(6) and (7) will yield the spline functions Si in each interval. The relations are 
simple and the calculations can be performed on the computer in a very 
short time. 
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3. EQUIVALENCE OF THE RECURSION RELATIONS OBTAINED 
BY DYNAMIC PRoGRmmmG AND THE USUAL RESULTS 
Let us consider the recursive relations for mi and the coefficients ci , e, , 
and di in Section 2. We can easily rewrite the recursive relations as 
mi+l = di + 3rj - 
Bi+lmi 
gi+l X&*1 t- %,l) . 
(22) 
Also, 
2(gi + ei) mi = 3r<_lgi - di - g,m,-, . 
Adding these two relations, and using Eq. (18), we have 
(23) 
Q?l-1 + 2mi + /Qmj+l = 3h; [Yi - Yi-11 h, + 3pi rrty,- %I , (24) 
1 2+1 
where 
hi = hi+1 
hi + hi+1 
and /Ai = 1 - Xi * 
This is precisely the recursive relation obtained by the usual method [2]. 
The end relations in our case are given by the minimization procedure we 
adopt. Thus at x = b, minimizing F,-,(y,-,) yields the relation 
2m, + m,-, z 3[yn k ‘4 . 
n 
At the other end x = LI, minimizing F,(m,) gives 
do m,=--. 
2% 
We know that 
m, = 3rdl - glmo - 4 
2kl + 6) ’ 
where 
with 
Yl - Yo 
yo = h, and 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
h, = (x1 - x0). 
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Making use of the relations obtained earlier for d and e, and using Eqs. (26) 
and (27), we have 
m, + Zm, = 3r, at .f = a. (28) 
These two end conditions express the fact that p, and p, , the second moments 
at the end points, are equal to zero. 
Thus, we have found that our recursive relations are equivalent to the 
usual results [2], corresponding to the end conditions mentioned earlier. Any 
other end conditions can be taken care of by the dynamic programming 
procedure by altering the criterion function in a suitable manner making 
use of Lagrangian multiplier techniques [3]. Because of this equivalence 
established in this section, we need not go into the question of uniqueness, 
smoothness, and convergence of the approximation we have derived using 
the method of this paper. These questions can be studied independently by 
methods developed for problems in dynamic programming [3]. 
4. OTHER TYPES OF SPLINES 
(a) Cardinal Splines. 
To tackle two-point boundary value problems in ordinary differential 
equations associated with boundary conditions, we use cardinal splines which 
facilitate the solution of the equation in a simple manner by converting it into 
a matrix inversion problem [5]. If, for instance, the boundary conditions 
involve the first derivatives of the function and the values of the function 
only at the boundaries, we think of a set of n + 3 independent splines forming 
a basis for all cubic splines, on the mesh d : a = x0 < x1 < ... < X, = b. 
They are defined as follows 
A, &j) = 4cj , j = 0,l ?'**> 6
(29) 
Aj&J = 0, i=Oandn k = 0, l,..., n. 
BLl,&) = 0, j = 0, l,..., 12, (30) 
E&i) = hi , i=Oandn k = 0 and n. 
Then the interpolating function is given by 
s,(Y, .Y) = f Ad.j(S) y(xj) + y’(a) B,,,(x) t- y’(b) B,,,(x). (31) 
j=O 
We want to point out that these A,., and BAsk splines can be computed by the 
dynamic programming method since the boundary conditions BL,, = c for 
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all k, can be incorporated in the J function by adding hk(B& - c)” terms and 
carrying out the usual minimization procedure. The Lagrangian parameters 
are to be determined by minimization. The recursion relations for the coeffi- 
cients in equation (14) and the relations for mi’s can be calculated quite 
easily since for each A,,, only two of the ri’s are non-zero. Similarly, BdsB 
splines can be evaluated and hence S,(y, x). Substituting this spline into the 
differential equation and adding the end conditions, one arrives at a matrix 
equation for the function values and its derivatives at the boundaries. 
(b) Polynomial Splines. 
A natural extension of the cubic spline is the odd order polynomial spline 
of degree (2n - 1). The even order spline has to be treated in a different 
manner. Iff(x) is an arbitrary function on the interval [a, b] having n - 1 
derivatives at x = a, and b, then the spline approximation S,(f; x) is such 
that the integral ji [Sy’(f; x)]” d, r is a minimum when S satisfies the end 
condition that all its derivatives S:‘(a) and #j(b) for 1 = n, n + I,..., 2n - 2 
vanish. This extension to higher order polynomials offers no difficulties in 
treating the problem using the methods of dynamic programming. For the 
272 - 1 order polynomial at each point xi , we have the value of the function 
yi , assume the first (n - 1) derivatives at each xi, and determine other 
moments in each interval. Thus the minimization has to be carried over all 
the (n - 1) assumed moments at each mesh point in order to determine 
sequentially the moments at the next point in the mesh. If for example we 
take the fifth order polynomial spline, we have to assume at any point si , 
the first and second moments mi and pi , respectively, and express the other 
coefficients in Si(x) in terms of the values of the function and the first two 
derivatives at the two points .ri and xitl . Hence, the integral 
can be expressed in terms of the above quantities and mesh interval distance 
between Gz”i and xi+i , 
The key equation of the dynamic programming method for this case [analog- 
ous to Eq. (12) of the cubic spline case] will be of the form 
Fi(m,p,) = r~;+~[G(yi , mi , Pi , Y~+I , mi+l 9 Pi+11 
+ Fi+l(mi+l 9 Pi+& 
(33) 
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Since G is a known function of its arguments, arguing as before that Fi is 
quadratic in m, and pi , we can arrive at the recursion relations for the other 
moments appearing in the polynomial in each interval. Once F, has been 
expressed in terms of the assumed values of nzs and p, , it must be minimized 
with respect to both these variables again to obtain the values of WZ,, and p, . 
This in turn will determine these moments in all the intervals as was seen in 
the cubic spline case. 
(c) Generalized Splines. 
The simple (2n - 1) order polynomial splines are characterized by the 
minimum value of the integral Jz (PS)” d * s M rh ere D is a differential operator, 
assuming that the proper end conditions are assured. In fact, the Euler 
equation corresponding to the above integral is 
D2nS = 0. (34) 
Thus, the (2n - 1) order polynomial is the solution of the Euler Eq. (34). 
If in the same vein we generalize to the case in which D is replaced by a 
general linear differential operator L satisfying suitable conditions and if L* 
is the formal adjoint of such an operator, we find that S satisfies a differential 
equation 
L*Ls = 0, (35) 
when J’:: (LS)2 is a minimum and suitable end conditions are fulfilled. If n. 
is the order of the differential operator L, the equation is of order 2n. For each 
interval the solution of this equation can be obtained in terms of the values 
of the function and (n - 1) derivatives at both ends. Hence, the value of the 
integral can be calculated for each interval in terms of these quantities. One 
can then proceed with the usual dynamic programming method. Assuming 
the values of the first (n - 1) derivatives at any mesh point, the integral Fi 
can be expressed in terms of the (n - 1) derivatives at i, and suitable recursion 
relations for the coefficients in this function can be obtained as detailed earlier. 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have demonstrated in this paper how we can determine the spline 
approximation (in a real interval) for a given function using the theory of 
dynamic programming. The solutions of the three recursion relations (16), 
(181, and (19) lead to determination of the spline in each interval, and the 
computations offer no problems since the recursive set of equations forms a 
stable system. Applications using this technique for solving partial differential 
equations are under active study and will be reported elsewhere. 
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Let us also note that in approximating a given function which satisfies a 
differential equation, it is possible by the use of dynamic programming not 
only to determine the spline of any order, but also to determine in a 
sequential manner the mesh intervals hi , leading to an optimal approxima- 
tion [6]. 
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